
Adjusting early model IG Spacer Applicators running NXT 
 
Definitions: 
Spacer Width: dimension from sticky side to sticky side.  This is how far the two pieces 
of glass of the final IG unit will be apart from each other. 
Spacer Thickness: Dimension from the smooth surface to the perforated surfaces of the 
spacer.  Standard dimension for this is 3/16” for NXT, although there are rumors of 1/4” 
& 5/16” values as well.  This is the dimension of the blue backer tape that gets pulled off 
of the sticky side. 
 

General Tweaking of Spacer Applicator Machine: 
 
Run the Test routine to calibrate feed conversion constant.  This can be reached from the 
Diagnostics (Diag.) screen. 
Make sure that both product selectors match the spacer you are using.  (One is for the 
parameters, the other is for runtime values.) 
This conversion constant is not the same for different spacer widths.  It should be.  Please 
enter the glass thickness in the appropriate field.  The test routine will not run without a 
positive value for the glass thickness. 
 
[See also adjusting for other problems below.] 
 
Adjust the conversion constant for the feed accordingly until the dispensed value matches 
the entered values.  I generally don’t take the first piece dispensed in case there is any 
hiccup from change over.  After glass-apply or purge or test is completed, the spacer 
should be up to the knife point, regardless of the conversion constant changes or the 
spacer type, etc. 
 
 

 

If the bend in the corner is on first side of corner, increase the 
knife offset for that side. 
 

 

If the bend in the corner is on the second side of the corner, 
decrease knife offset. 
 

Set neutral parameters: all Knife Offsets the same, all Corner Offset Adjust and Corner 



Boost parameters set to zero. 
 

 

The bend will likely cover both sides after some adjustment.  
The corner will should be square and straight before the 
applicator takes off from the corner.  However, as the 
applicator takes of, it will (generally) pull the spacer as it 
travels generating the resulting bend on both sides. 
 
We’d like to see the first side curved a little more than the 
second: let’s say 70/30. 
 
Now, increase the Corner Adjustment and Corner Boost 
values (Parameter screen #4) until the corner is square 
AFTER the applicator moves on. 
 
 

 

 
Pow, what you see is perfecto. 
 

 

If the corner sticks out (is long on the second side of the 
corner), begin decreasing the Corner Adjust and Corner Boost 
parameters.  Those parameters are not tied together nor 
necessarily dependent on some spacer widths but are more so 
on others.  I increase the Corner Adjust upwards before the 
Corner Boost, I decrease the Corner Boost downwards before 
the Corner Adjust. 
 
The corners should now be absolutely perfect.  They’re not on 
closer inspection, but they should be. 
 

 

Should the corner stick out (the first side is long), decrease the 
knife offset for that corner.  Also, you may try decreasing the 
Corner Boost value and see if that helps as well. 
 
 
 



 

If both sides are bowed inward, I don’t know; start over.  
Also, possibly re-check the conversion constant. 
 

Adjusting for Other Problems: 
There are other items that may fail to create quality spacer corners. 
 
After all the adjusting above is done, there may still be a slight angle of the spacer 
towards the edge making the indent of the spacer from the glass edge greater at the 
beginning of a side than at the end.  Just nod and smile politely. 
 
If an entire corner is bad, the spacer weaves in and out in lazy curves within about 6” of 
the corner, it is likely that the spacer is not suck down well to the glass.  Replace spacer 
with spacer with freshly peeled tape and / or increase down-pressure of roller wheel. 
 
The spacer has some elasticity to it and may shrink over time, pulling in the corners a bit.  
This will take some time to happen (an hour to days).  There is no current solution for 
this nor is one in the pipeline. 
 
Knife does not cut or notch spacer straight and square which will cause problems.  It is 
unknown what damage this does or how to remedy it on the machine.  If I close my eyes 
to it long enough, I can only assume that it will go away. 
 
First spacer side is too short or too long in start corner.  Increase or decrease the Spacer 
Prestart Offset on parameter screen #4. 
 
Last spacer side is too short or too long in end corner.  Increase or decrease the Spacer 
Off Offset on parameter screen #4. 
 
The start corner comes undone before glass is placed.  As the spacer finishes, the head 
rotates another 8 degrees past 270 to straighten out the last side (which would otherwise 
tend to bow out to the edge of the glass).  This causes the delrin guide on the inside of the 
spacer rectangle to hit the spacer on the first side.  As a result, we’ve kind of made moot 
the angle put into the system so that this very thing wouldn’t happen.  Oh well. 
 
The center pin is offset from center by 0.050” (total 0.100” drift in a 180 degree turn).  
There is no adjustment for this.  It is unknown what damage this may do.  I can only 
assume that this will improve over time. 
 
Grid Notches out of place.  First, the corners must be square and everybody happy before 
we really look at adjusting these.  There are two parameters on each side that affect the 
position of grid notches.  (The knife offsets globally affect each side but these have 
already been dialed in above.)  There is the Corner Notch Adjust parameter and the Pre-



Corner Notch Adjust parameters (parameter screen #5).  The regular Corner Notch 
Adjust parameter adjusts the majority of a given side, from the start edge of the glass plus 
the knife offset to the end of a side.  The Pre-Corner Notch Adjustment covers from the 
edge of the glass to the knife offset away from the edge of the glass.  Any notches cut in 
this area have to be cut before the spacer turns the corner.  At any rate, increase an 
offending notch to move it away from the 0,0 corner. 
 
An enterprising individual may decide to compare the various strips of spacer from the 
Test routine and find that there is some variance in length from piece to piece.  This has 
been thoroughly researched: the plc is damn sure that it’s making cuts at even 
dimensions.  Any deviation is not here a problem with logic or control but rather with the 
varying Conversion Constant of the feed driver that is manually adjusted during the test 
routine.  I don’t know what that reason is but it is likely a result of squish, stretch or 
mormons.  There is no current solution for this nor is one in the pipeline.  It is not known 
what effects it has on the spacer applying. 
 
One may also wonder why the spacer bends (pulls) the corners as the applicator takes off 
out of that corner when the spacer is nice & square to begin with.  Feeding more spacer 
during take-off does not eliminate it.  Feeding more spacer during turning does not 
eliminate it.*  Increasing or decreasing the down-pressure before or after the corner does 
not eliminate it.  Centering the pin does not eliminate it.  The only effective solution so 
far is to back-up before taking off.  This answers no questions at all but, don’t worry your 
pretty little head about it.  There cannot be some fundamental flaw in our feed/drive 
system. 
 
Prior to Evan doing anything, the gantry is known not to be straight (at least after 
everything is mounted to it, possibly inducing some bend, bow or twist that was not 
initially present).   It’s not heavy; it’s my brother.  (900969 at least, 10379 unkown) 

                                                 
* ¾” spacer is more cooperative to adjustment with the corner or take-off boosts than ¼” spacer because the 
spacer feed wheel tends to slip rather than over-feed the spacer already stuck.  Regardless, doesn’t really 
help. 


